TO: AGNIAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK

FROM: J.-R. BOCH-BOCH, SRSG, UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA

INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK

FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053
FAX: 001 (212) 963 3050

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION:

UNOMUR : FAX (256) 486-23816
MILOB GP HQ
BYUBAT
TON COY

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 151800B MAY TO 160600B MAY 94.

NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: TWO

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITUATION REPORT COVERING PERIOD 131800B MAY TO 160600B MAY 94.

1. CURRENT SITUATION. THERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE IN THE GENERAL SITUATION. THE PERIOD WAS RELATIVELY CALM AS COMPARED TO THE PREVIOUS DAY. ALL SIDES ARE STILL HOLDING ON TO AREAS UNDER THEIR CONTROL. THE RGF CONTINUES TO SHOW SIGNS OF TALKING PEACE. THE FC HELD INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS WITH THE FRENCH ENVOY DR. BERNARD KOUCHEK WHOSE PRESENCE HERE IS HELPING TO GET THINGS WORKING WELL.

2. POLITICAL ACTIVITIES. NTR.

3. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES. BOTH SIDES EXCHANGED SPORADIC FIRE DURING THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW.
   A. RPF. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT TO REPORT.
   B. RGF. BELIEVED TO BE PLANNING COUNTER ATTACKS IN THE SOUTH.
   C. MILITIA. NO CHANGES REPORTED IN THEIR STAND IN THE CONFLICT.

4. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES
   A. FORCE HQ. FC HELD ROUTINE BRIEFING WITH STAFF OFFICERS AT 151900 HRS. ROUTINE STAFF WORK CONTINUES IN PREPARATION FOR THE NEW FORCE.
   B. UNOMUR. AREA GENERALLY CALM. NOTHING SIGNIFICANT TO REPORT. HELICOPTER ON ROUTINE PATROLS WAS FIRED AT WHEN IT LANDED AT MERAMA HILLS.
   C. NYUNUR. CONDUCTED ROUTINE PATROLS AROUND KIA AND PROVIDED SECURITY AT KIA, AMAHORO STADIUM AND FORCE HQ.
   D. TUN PLATOON(+). PROVIDED SECURITY AT MILLES COLLINES, KING FAISAL HOSPITAL AND FORCE HQ.
   E. MILSEC. NTR.

5. UMCIFER. NONE IN RWANDA CURRENTLY.

6. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR.

7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

8. LOGISTICS. NTR.

9. HEALTH. NTR.